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Abstract: 

In this report, we present data on a compound, ML168 (CID 2432214), which is able to protect 

cells from cytotoxicity induced by the expression of a large mutant poly-Q expansion Huntingtin 

(HTT) protein by inhibiting the activation of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway. This probe can be 

used in cellular assays and ex vivo experiments to study and inhibit the initiation of apoptosis 

induced by the expression of mutant, cytotoxic HTT protein. This probe will be of great interest 

to the scientific community that studies Huntington’s disease and other neurodegenerative 

diseases.  
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Probe Structure & Characteristics: 
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ML168 

CID/ 
ML# 

Target 
Name 

IC50/EC50 
(nM) [SID, 
AID] 

Anti-target 
Name(s)  

IC50/EC50 
(μM) [SID, 
AID] 

Fold 
Selective 

Secondary Assay(s) 
Name: IC50/EC50 
(nM) [SID, AID] 

2432214/ 
ML168 

Q103HTT 
induced 
cytotoxicity 

7.94µM 
[89650053, 
2669] 

Q25HTT 
induced 

cytotoxicity 

>92µM 
[89650053, 
2672] 

>10-fold HTTQ103 serum-
deprived striatal cell 
cytoprotection 
[89650053, 2713]  

 

Recommendations for scientific use of the probe: 

This compound is able to protect cells from cytotoxicity induced by the expression of a large 

mutant poly-Q expansion Huntingtin (HTT) protein by inhibiting the activation of the intrinsic 

apoptotic pathway. This probe can be used in cellular assays and ex vivo experiments to study 

and inhibit the initiation of apoptosis induced by the expression of mutant, cytotoxic HTT 

protein. This probe will be of great interest to the scientific community that studies Huntington’s 

disease and other neurodegenerative diseases. 
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1 Introduction 

Huntington’s disease is a progressive, neurodegenerative disorder whose genetic cause is an 

expansion of a CAG trinucleotide repeat in exon 1 of the Huntington gene that results in a long 

chain polyglutamine (polyQ) tract1. Clinical and statistical analysis have shown that the number 

of polyQ repeats correlates with the probability of developing the disease, with patients that have 

greater than 36 to 40 polyQ having a high probability of developing this disorder2,3. Although the 

function of Huntingtin protein is complex and not completely understood, it is known that polyQ 

repetitions in the htt protein increase the propensity for aggregate formation. The nature of these 

aggregates, as to whether they are cytoprotective, cytotoxic, or a combination of both, is highly 

debated in the field4,5. It is also known that polyQ repetitions trigger a not-well understood 

apoptotic process that ultimately results in neurodegeneration. A PC12 cell line stably harboring 

an ecdysone inducible fusion of the of mutant Huntingtin protein (htt exon 1 containing a 103 

poly Q repeat, called Q103HTT) to GFP was used as the cell line for HTS6. Induction of the 

fusion protein by tebufenozide resulted in the formation of GFP aggregates and increased 

cytotoxicity. At the NCGC, we developed a cell-based, multiplexed high-throughput screening 

assay that allows us to quantify the effect of small molecules on Huntingtin protein aggregation 

and cytotoxicity. In this report, we present our initial SAR evaluation of one of our active lead 

series. In addition, we also report our initial findings regarding its potential mechanism of action. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

Please see subsections for a detailed description of the materials and methods used for each 

assay. For all chemistry materials and methods unless otherwise stated, all reactions were carried 

out under an atmosphere of dry argon or nitrogen in dried glassware. Indicated reaction 

temperatures refer to those of the reaction bath, while room temperature (rt) is noted as 25oC. All 

solvents were of anhydrous quality, purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and used as received. 

Commercially available starting materials and reagents were purchased from Aldrich and were 

used as received. 

Analytical thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed with Sigma Aldrich TLC plates (5x 

20cm, 60 Å, 250µm). Visualization was accomplished by irradiation under a 254 nm UV lamp. 

Chromatography on silica gel was performed using forced flow (liquid) of the indicated solvent 

system on Biotage KP-Sil pre-packed cartridges and the Biotage SP-1 automated 

chromatography system. 1H- and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Inova 400 MHz 

spectrometer. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm with the solvent resonance as the internal 

standard (CDCl3 7.26 ppm, 77.00 ppm, DMSO-d6 2.49 ppm, 39.51 ppm for 1H, 13C 

respectively). Data are reported as follows: chemical shift, multiplicity (s = singlet, d = doublet, t 

= triplet, q = quartet, br = broad, m = multiplet), coupling constants, and number of protons. Low 

resolution mass spectra (electrospray ionization) were acquired on an Agilent Technologies 6130 

quadrupole spectrometer coupled to the HPLC system. High resolution mass spectral data were 

collected in-house using an Agilent 6210 time-of-flight mass spectrometer, also coupled to an 

Agilent Technologies 1200 series HPLC system. If needed, products were purified via a Waters 

semi-preparative HPLC equipped with a Phenomenex Luna® C18 reverse phase (5 micron, 30x 

75mm) column having a flow rate of 45 ml/min.  The mobile phase was a mixture of acetonitrile 

(0.025% TFA) and H2O (0.05% TFA), and the temperature was maintained at 50oC. 

Samples were analyzed for purity on an Agilent 1200 series LC/MS equipped with a Luna® C18 

reverse phase (3 micron, 3x 75mm) column having a flow rate of 0.8-1.0 ml/min over a 7-minute 

gradient and a 8.5 minute run time.  Purity of final compounds was determined to be >95%, 

using a 3µl injection with quantitation by AUC at 220 and 254 nm (Agilent Diode Array 

Detector). 
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2.1 Assays 

PubChem 
AID 

Type Target Conc. Range Samples 
Tested 

1471 Primary qHTS Q103HTT expression 
induced cytotoxicity 
(ATP) 

57.5µM – 0.7nM 227,407 

2669 Confirmatory Q103HTT expression 
induced cytotoxicity 
(Protease) 

40µM –0.01µM 199 

2672 Other Cytoprotection in 
cells expressing 
Q25HTT  

46µM – 0.7nM 47 

2713 Secondary Q103HTT striatal cell 
cytoprotection 

10µM 

 

5 

1482 Summary    

qHTS assay for inhibitors of Hutingtin toxicity [AID: 1471, 2669, 2672] 

A stable PC12 cell line containing a gene fusion of Exon 1 of the Huntingtin gene linked to GFP 

under the control of the inducible ecdysone promoter were used as the cell-based model of 

Huntington Disease for high throughput screening. Exon 1 of the Huntingtin gene contained an 

expansion of 103 polyglutamines (Q103HTT) which, when expressed, induced cell death and 

formed distinct, bright GFP aggregates. The amount of cell death and the size and intensity of 

GFP aggregates increased with time and induction level. Cell death was quantified by 

measurement of ATP content in the cells. A maximal 40-50% of cell death was observed when 

the Huntington gene was induced in this cell line. 

Rat pheochromocytoma PC12 cells harboring HTT Q103 or Q25 fused to GFP under 

tebufenozide (Sigma Aldrich) induction were supplied by the Eric Schweitzer lab (UCLA)6. 

Cells were maintained in Phenol red free DMEM (Invitrogen) at 37C under a humidified 

atmosphere containing 5% CO2 and 95% air. The medium contained + 5% supplemented calf 
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serum, + 5% horse serum (sera from HyClone), 250 µg/ml Geneticin and 1x pen/strep 2mM L-

glutamine. Cells were passaged when they reached 85 to 90% confluency. Cells were plated at a 

density of 1000 to 1500 cells/well in black, clear bottom, tissue culture treated, microclear 1536 

well plates (Aurora Biotechnologies) in 5 µl/well in phenol red free DMEM containing 2% 

serum (1% each) without geneticin using a Multidrop Combi dispenser (Thermo Scientific). 

Tebufenozide (Sigma Aldrich) inducer at a 200nM final concentration and test compounds were 

sequentially added to the cells using a Kalypsys pintool transfer station at a volume of 23nl/well 

after the cells were incubated for 24 hrs. Compound libraries and Tebufenozide were dissolved 

in DMSO and the final concentration of DMSO in the cell plates was 0.46% v/v. Plates were 

incubated at 37C in 5 % CO2 for 48 hours before being assayed. The assay protocol is listed in 

Table 1. 

For ATP quantitation, 3µl of ATPLite (PerkinElmer) was added to each well. The plates were 

spun for 1 minute at 1500 PRM to remove bubbles and luminescent signal was recorded on a 

Viewlux CCD Plate reader (30 second integration time). Compounds were normalized against 

induced (200nM tebufenozide considered maximum cell death) and uninduced (considered min. 

cell death). Controls were; Columns 1-3 DMSO only, Column 2 Tebufenozide 16 point dose 

response from 1µM to 0µM, Column 4 (and the rest of the plate) received 200nM tebufenozide. 

The multiplexed assay also measured aggregate status, but was not used for SAR studies on 

compounds which affected cytotoxicity (PubChem AID 1688). 
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Table 1. PC-12 Q103 GFP Huntington qHTS 

SequenceParameterValue Description 

1  Reagent 5µl 2500 cells/well (fresh) 1536 TC treated black clear bottom plate
A  

2  Time 1 hours 37°C 5% CO2 

3  Compound 23nl Pin Tebufenozide inducer (200 nM final) to all columnsB 

4  Compound 23nl Dilutions of Libraries see plate map 

5  Time 36-44 hours 37°C 5% CO2 

6  Centrifuge 1500 RPM 1 min Spin out bubbles 

7  Reagent 4µll ATP Lite (head C angled tip) 

8  Detector 30 sec integrate Luminescent read on Viewlux C 

9  Detector 488 ex 500-530 

em 

Acumen explorer D 

A  Phenol red free DMEM + 2% sera (1% equine, 1% defined calf ) + 1x Pen/Strep. Freshly passaged cells B 

Controls: 50 µM teb in cols 4-48. DMSO col 1. Calyculin 5 mM (in 50 µM teb) col 2 wells 1-16. blank in the rest, 

teb 20 µM 1:2 in col 3. C  30 second integration D   Measure number of objects. 420 volts, 10 STDEV cutoff 1x25 

µM cutoff, scan 1 x 6, laser at 3 mW, PMT1 (500-530) at 420 volts. 

Confirmatory assays 

Protease release assay 

Another measurement of cell health is membrane integrity. Cells with perturbed membrane 

integrity release proteins and cofactors from the cytosol into the media, a “dead cell protease” 

being one of them. Promega has developed a kit (Cytotox Glo) which contains a cell 

impermeable pro-luciferin substrate that becomes activated upon cleavage by such a protease7. 

Therefore, cells with altered membrane permeability will release this protease and generate an 

increase in luminescent signal. This assay was chosen as a follow-up assay because of its more 
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reliable nature (average S/B of 9.6 and Z’ of 0.80). The protocol for the protease release assay is 

listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. PC-12 Q103 GFP huntingtin-induced protease release qHTS protocol 

SequenceParameter Value Description 

1  Reagent 5µl 1000 cells/well (fresh) 1536 TC treated black clear bottom plate A 

2  Time 4 to 7 hours 37°C 5% CO2 

3  Compound 23nl Pin Tebufenozide inducer (200 nM final) to all columnsB 

4  Compound 23nl Dilutions of Libraries see plate map 

5  Time 36-44 hours 37°C 5% CO2 

6  Reagent 2µl Cytotox-Glo** 

7  Centrifuge 1500 rpm 1 minSpin out bubbles 

8  Time 10 minutes Room temperature 

9  Detector 30 sec integrate Luminescent read on Viewlux 

10  Reagent 1µl 2% triton X-100 (0.25% final) 

11  Detector 488 ex laser Acumen Explorer C 

A 2% DMEM media + 1% of each serum 1% equine, 1% defined calf B Control columns: 1= 2µM teb dilns (1:1) low 

1 nM to high 10µM; 2 = DMSO, 3 = F7 dilns (10mM in 200nm teb) 4 = 200 nM Teb inducer. Sample columns 

received 200nM Teb.C 420 volts, 10 STDEV cutoff 1x 25µM cutoff, scan 1x 6, laser at 3mW, PMT1 (500-530) at 

420 volts, read number of objects** Diluted 1:3 in PBS pH 7.4 (150ml + 300) (Note: relative and S/N were 

maintained for 14 hours from same batch of reagent). 

 

Striatal cell model 

One hallmark of Huntington’s disease is a selective neurodegeneration of striatal cells in 

patients. To confirm the activity of lead compounds in an orthogonal assay, we tested the 

capacity of compounds to prevent cell death induced by serum deprivation in mouse wild type 

(wt) STHdhQ7/7 cells and mutant STHdhQ111/111 Huntington striatal cells8. The cells were plated in 

normal serum conditions or in serum deprivation conditions and treated at the same time with 30 
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µM solutions of our two initial hits. Cell health was quantitated by measuring ATP levels in 

cells. Figure 1 shows that the STHdhQ111/111 Huntington striatal cells were more susceptible to 

the serum deprivation challenge than the wild type cells. 

 

Figure 1: Cell growth of wild type and Huntington mutant STHdhQ111/111 striatal cells upon serum deprivation. ATP 

levels quantitated using ATPlite, a luciferase-based ATP quantitation assay, after 24 hour incubation. Data 

represented in RLU counts. Serum deprivation has a greater effect on STHdhQ111/111 striatal cells (24% of FBS 

activity after 24 hours) than STHdhQ7/7 cells (68% of FBS activity after 24 hours). FBS = fetal bovine serum, SFM = 

serum free media. 

 

2.2 Probe Chemical Characterization 

Molecular weight confirmation was performed using an Agilent Time-Of-Flight Mass 

Spectrometer (TOF, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). A 3 minute gradient from 4 to 

100% Acetonitrile (0.1% formic acid) in water (0.1% formic acid) was used with a 4 minute run 

time at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. A Zorbax SB-C18 column (3.5 micron, 2.1x 30 mm) was used at 

a temperature of 50°C. Confirmation of molecular formula was obtained using electrospray 

ionization in the positive mode with the Agilent Masshunter software (version B.02). 
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1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ ppm: 3.94 (s, 3H), 7.57 (m, 3H), 7.61 (m, 2H), 7.99 (s, 1H), 

8.74 (s, 1H) 

LC/MS (Agilent system) Retention time t1 (short) = 3.47 min  

Purity: UV220 > 99%, UV254 > 99%; MS m/z 327.1 (M+H); 

Column: 3x 75 mm Luna C18, 3 micron 

Run time: 4.5 min (short) 

Gradient: 4% to 100% 

Mobile phase: Acetonitrile (0.025% TFA), water (0.05% TFA). 

Flow rate: 0.8 to 1.0ml 

Temperature: 50°C 

UV wavelength: 220 nm, 254 nm 

ML168/MLS00089318/CID 2432214 is commercially available from Enamine (Cat# T0516-

1746). In addition, several analogs were submitted to the SMR collection: 

MLS SID CID NCGC ID ML# Type 

MLS00089318 89650053 2432214 NCGC00037991-04 ML168 Probe 

MLS002264456 85146193 9266740 NCGC00167398-02   Analog 

MLS002264446 85146183 44142130 NCGC00182354-01   Analog 

MLS002264447 85146184 26471808 NCGC00182355-01   Analog 

MLS002264448 85146185 44142131 NCGC00182357-01   Analog 

MLS002264463 85146199 44142143 NCGC00182382-01   Analog 
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PubChem CID 2432214 

Molecular Weight 326.3994 

Molecular Formula C14H10N6S2 

CLogP 3.42707 

1 Donor 0 

H-Bond Acceptor 5 

Rotatable Bond Count 3 

Exact Mass 326.040836 

Topological Polar Surface Area 65.04 

Table 3. Chemical properties of MLS00089318. 

Compound is soluble at 10mM in DMSO. The compound is not fluorescent with blue excitation 

wavelengths (~340nm). Solubility in buffer has not been determined. 

2.3 Probe Preparation 

We decided to evaluate the SAR of the thienopyrimidine series identified through the primary 

screen. In initial studies, we focused on exploring analogs in the 5 position of the 

thienopyrimidine ring. Scheme 1 shows the synthetic methodology used for the synthesis of 

these analogs. The commercially available thieno[2,3-d]pyrimidin-4(3H)-one 3 was 

regioselective halogenated in the 6 position with bromo in acetic acid to obtain compound 4. 

Transformation of the pyrimidinone into 6-bromo-4-chlorothieno[2,3-d]pyrimidine 3 was done 

with phosphorus oxychloride. LDA induced bromo rearrangement and bromo-iodo replacement 

promoted by ethyl Grignard yield intermediate 7. Regioselective Suzuki coupling and halogen 

displacement with several nucleophiles yielded final compound 9. Note that carrying out the 

displacement first followed by cross coupling yields no final product. We speculate that 

intermediate 10 complexed with the palladium catalyst, preventing the progression of the 

reaction. 
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Scheme 1: General synthetic methodology for the synthesis of analogues. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Summary of Screening Results 

A total of 1052 plates were screened; the Z score averaged 0.22 and the SB was 1.9 fold on 

average in the primary screen. The PC12 cells require rather stringent growth conditions. Cells in 

wells that become overly confluent perish readily, so plating at a consistent 1000-1500 cells/well 

is crucial for optimal responsiveness.  

A qHTS screen in the Q103HTT cell line against 227,407 compound samples revealed several 

series with the capacity to selectively impact Huntingtin aggregation, impact expression-related-

toxicity, or both. Those compounds that affected the formation of protein aggregates were not 

investigated in detail, as another series with this activity was recently reported on in detail9. 

There were very few compounds that were solely cytoprotective, and we initially focused on 

these. Two of the lead candidates from the screen, MLS000089318 (CID 2432214) 1 and 

MLS000058474 (CID 2526122) 2, both thienopyrimidines, were quite cytoprotective, and we 

ordered them as powder samples from Enamine for further confirmation. Based on this activity, 

the chemotype was chosen for SAR studies of its anti-apoptotic activity10. 1 also had an 

appealing molecular weight (326), total polar surface area (65), and lipophilicity (ClogP 3.4) for 

a probe (Figure 2). These compounds were then confirmed in the protease release and the striatal 

cell assays. 

 

Figure 2: Structure and activity of MLS000089318 (CID 2432214) and MLS000058474 (CID 2526122). AC50 

values from confirmation protease release assay. 
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3.2 Dose Response Curves for Probe 
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Figure 3: Activity of ML168 (MLS000089318, CID 2432214) in preventing Q103HTT induced cytotoxicity as 

measured by the protease release assay. 

3.3 Scaffold/Moiety Chemical Liabilities 

At the present time, liabilities of the present scaffold are not known.  
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3.4 SAR Tables 

 

Table 5. SAR of analogs with a modification at position 5; AC50 values from protease release assay.  

R1  AC50 (M)  Pubchem CID Pubchem SID R1 AC50 (M) Pubchem CID  Pubchem SID

7.94  2432214  89650053  25.12  44825275  89650075 

12.59  44825271  89650062  25.12  44825276  89650076 

10.00  44142131  89650063 15.85 44142139  89650077

15.85  2526122  89650054 inactive 44825287  89650095

19.95  44142137  89650070  6.31  44142148  89650096 

12.59  44825272  89650071  12.59  44825282  89650083 

15.85  9266740  89650056 inactive 44142147  89650094

25.12  44142135  89650067  7.94  44825280  89650081 

19.95  44142136  89650068  inactive  44825279  89650080 

10.00  31055126  89650069  12.59  44825281  89650082 

63.10  44825269  89650057 10.00 44825286  89650093

7.94  44825270  89650058  inactive  44142149  89650097 

15.85  9266738  89650055  15.85  44142142  89650087 

inactive  44825277  89650078 7.94 44142143  89650088

inactive  44825278  89650079  7.94  44142150  89650098 

79.43  44142129  89650059  15.85  44825285  89650092 

12.59  26471808  89650061  10.00  44142146  89650091 

12.59  44142130  89650060 12.59 44142144  89650099

10.00  44825284  89650090  25.12  44825283  89650085 

7.94  44142141  89650086  12.59  44142140  89650084 

25.12  44142132  89650064 39.81 44142145  89650089

12.59  44142133  89650065 

50.12  44142134  89650066 

15.85  44825273  89650072 

12.59  44825274  89650073

10.00  44142138  89650074 
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In the SAR table, Table 5, it can be seen that substituents at the ortho position of the phenyl ring 

diminish or abolish the activity of the molecule, indicating the need of a co-planarity between the 

substituent at the 5 position and the thienopyrimidine core. In addition, many different functional 

groups are well tolerated at the meta and para positions, although some strong electro 

withdrawing groups tend to reduce AC50s. Last, the introduction of a functional group bearing a 

carbonyl or a sulfonyl group in the meta-position yields slightly more potent compounds, 

although the activity is similar to the initial leads.  

3.5 Cellular Activity 

The primary screen was a cell-based assay. However, the most important results obtained in this 

project are from the striatal cell assay, the results of which are given in Table 4, below. As 

discussed earlier, striatal cells are of particular relevance to the pathology of Huntington’s 

disease. The phenotype observed with expression of the mutant Huntingtin protein is an 

enhanced sensitivity to cellular stress, in this case being serum deprived culture. For this 

experiment, striatal cells with wildtype (Q7/Q7) and mutant full-length protein (Q111/Q111) 

were grown without FBS and treated with the 2 probes of interest. Both compounds reversed the 

stress-induced apoptosis specifically in the cells expressing mutant Huntingtin protein, indicating 

a selective reversal of the Huntington phenotype with these cells. 
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PubChem CID PubChem SID DMEM + 10% FBS STHdhQ7/7 STHdhQ111/111 

  DMSO Vehicle 1.00 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.04 

2432214 89650053 MLS000089318 1.07 ± 0.01 1.18 ± 0.04 

2526122 89650054 MLS000058474 0.99 ± 0.03 1.13 ± 0.03 

 

PubChem CID PubChem SID SFM STHdhQ7/7 STHdhQ111/111 

  DMSO Vehicle 1.00 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.07 

2432214 89650053 MLS000089318 0.98 ± 0.02 2.23 ± 0.06 

2526122 89650054 MLS000058474 0.94 ± 0.04 1.66 ± 0.10 

Table 4: ATP quantitation of wild type and mutant Huntington striatal cells in normal growth media (DMEM + 10% 

FBS) and serum deprived media after compound treatment. Data are expressed as the AVG ± STDV of the ratio of 

the treatment to DMSO (vehicle) control for that cell type and media condition. ML168 (MLS000089318) and 

MLS000058474 prevent cytotoxicity induced by serum deprivation in cells expressing the mutant huntingtin 

protein. 

 

3.6 Profiling Assays 

No profiling assays were carried out. 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Comparison to existing art and how the new probe is an improvement 

A recent publication has reported on compounds that prevent cellular toxicity of Huntingtin 

protein expression by inhibiting protein aggregation9. The present series appears to protect cells 

by inhibiting activation of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway, which is a novel mode of action (see 

next section). 

4.2 Mechanism of Action Studies 

Because this series of compounds was identified from a phenotypic screen, we attempted to 

understand their mechanism of action by examining their effects on the apoptosis pathway. 

Figure 4 shows that ML168 (MLS000089318, CID 2432214) is able to block the activation of 

caspase 9 and its downstream target, caspase 3. Surprisingly, it prevents activation of apoptotic 

caspases in both wild type and mutant Huntington striatal cells under serum deprivation 

conditions. Caspases 9 and 3 are involved in the initiation of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway. It 

has been extensively reported that the apoptotic intrinsic pathway is activated in Huntington’s 

disease, ALS, Niemann-Pick disease type C, Lysosomal Cell Death, Ischemia, viral and bacterial 

infection, and ceramide induced neuronal death. Thus, the inhibition of this intrinsic apoptotic 

pathway looks to be the mechanism of action of this probe in the cell-based Huntington model.  
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Figure 4. Western blot of caspase protein following compound treatment. ML168 (MLS000089318) protects the 

cells from serum deprived apoptotic cell death by inhibiting the activation of caspase 9 and its downstream target, 

caspase 3. A) Caspase 9 and 3 activation after 16 hour treatment under normal growth conditions (DMEM + 10% 

FBS). B) Caspase 9 and 3 activation after 16 hour treatment under serum deprived growth conditions. Column 

labels: CT = DMSO (vehicle) treatment, F7 = ML168 (MLS000089318, CID 2432214), A and M are two other 

compounds that affect the Huntington cellular phenotype, whose identities were not disclosed by the assay provider. 

The red arrow indicates the specific activity of ML168 (MLS000089318, CID 2432214) under serum deprivation 

conditions. 
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4.3 Planned Future Studies 

An advanced characterization proposal has been submitted to the Molecular Libraries Network 

and has been accepted. Further mechanisms of action studies are ongoing. 
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